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A MESSAGE FROM CIS’S CO-DIRECTORS 
 
2014-15 was Council in School’s ninth year bringing council into Southern California 
schools. As we close the 2014-15 fiscal and school year, we look back with gratitude 
and wonder at all we accomplished this year and forward with commitment and 
optimism at all that remains to do.  
 
Our work this year touched more than 1,000 educators, 18,000 students, and 60 
schools. By participating in council circles, students, teachers, administrators, and 
families at CIS schools made authentic connections; established cultures of trust and 
respect; learned restorative ways to resolve conflict and repair harm; discovered and 
learned to appreciate multiple perspectives; became more open, aware, and 
engaged; and made themselves better teachers and learners and their schools better 
places to learn and teach. 
 
We acknowledge and express our gratitude for all who made this year possible:  

§ Our teachers, elders, ancestors, and advisors – for practicing, developing, and 
sharing the ways of council; for founding, nurturing, and continuing to support 
Council in Schools; and for entrusting and supporting us to lead CIS at this 
time. 

§ Our CIS family of consultants – experienced, skilled, dedicated council co-
hearts who show up to offer council in schools whenever and wherever 
called. 

§ The schools and educators who recognize the need for and value of council 
in school…and give it a try! 

§ Our funders, in particular, the Herb Alpert Foundation and the Windsong Trust 
– for providing years of program and operating support. 

§ Ourselves – for our hard work and dedication; for sustaining CIS through a 
time of major transition; for sharing the gift of council with students, teachers, 
families, and schools; and for expanding our capacity to do more. 

 
Council is a primitive and a modern practice. Sometimes we say: “Council is the 
oldest newest thing around.” Its essential elements – a circle, a center, and an 
intention to listen “from the heart” – are common across cultures, have endured over 
time, and remain vitally relevant today. Indeed, in our fast-paced, competitive world, 
council continues to be about slowing down and suspending judgment. In our digital 
age of virtual connectivity, council continues to be about true connection, about 
being together in the flesh, seeing and being seen, listening and being listened to. In 
our age of attention-deficit and autism-spectrum disorders, the slowing down, the 
heightened awareness, and the embodied connection that council offers are needed 
in schools now more than ever. 
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While CIS continued carrying out our mission of bringing the timeless practice of 
council into schools this year, the year was marked by significant change as well. This 
was CIS’s first year as a fiscally-sponsored program of The Ojai Foundation; our first 
year operating outside of the Los Angeles Unified School District; and our first year 
without our founders, Joe Provisor and Monica Chinlund, directing the organization, 
and with Marc Rosner and Michelle Mansfield taking over the leadership roles. This 
was also the first year that schools with whom we work were required to implement 
new “common core” learning standards and to begin using “restorative practices” 
and “positive behavior interventions and supports” as alternatives to traditional school 
discipline practices. 
 
These changes in CIS’s structure and leadership, and in the needs and interests of our 
clientele, the schools, drove our program and organizational development this year. 
Operating independently of TOF and LAUSD, we had to update our systems – phone, 
web, contracting, invoicing, pricing, and funding. To address schools’ needs for a 
“social-emotional” program that combines the “community-building” aspect of 
council with restorative practices, we expanded our program to integrate council, 
“Restorative Conferencing,” and “PeaceTalks.” To address schools’ needs to 
integrate council with their core curriculum, we revised our council-planning 
template and provided professional development to help educators plan councils on 
themes and topics from their curriculum. 
 
As reflected in this report, our work in the schools had a profound impact this year 
and we are primed to do more in the coming year.  
 

Fifth-grade council at Gardner Street Elementary School  
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE 2014-15 FISCAL/SCHOOL YEAR 
§ 18,000+ students participated in regular councils at more than 60 schools in 

the Los Angeles area. 
§ 400+ teachers and administrators participated in regular staff councils. 
§ 300+ parents participated in parent/family councils. 
§ 650 teachers, administrators, and school support people received council 

training, ongoing professional development, individual and group mentoring, 
and council facilitation support. 

§ 19 schools received CIS services, including: council training, council 
facilitation, teacher and administrator professional development and 
mentoring, parent and family council facilitation, rite-of-passage retreat 
facilitation, restorative conference facilitation, PeaceTalks implementation. 

§ We expanded our program to meet a new opportunity/demand created by the 
growing movement toward restorative practices as an alternative to 
traditional school discipline. This movement, supported by new federal and 
state laws and school district policies, has schools taking the first steps to 
implement restorative practices programs. Like council, restorative practices 
are circle practices, and every restorative practices program includes a 
“community-building” component, like council, as its foundation. Council, in 
other words, is the foundation for restorative practices in schools. This year, 
CIS added the “community-restoring” component to our program Last 
summer, four CIS facilitators were certified to facilitate restorative 
conferences, and this year we facilitated our first restorative conferences in 
two CIS schools. 

§ We developed PeaceTalks – a third piece of CIS’s integrated approach to 
restorative practices to go along with council and restorative conferences. 
PeaceTalks was created by CIS trainer and master teacher Jane Raphael for 
use in elementary school. This year, we worked with Youth Council Leaders at 
International Studies Learning Center Middle and High Schools to adapt 
PeaceTalks for middle and high school use.  

§ 200+ students and teachers participated in rite-of-passage retreats facilitated 
by CIS at The Ojai Foundation and other locations. Council is a “land-based 
practice,” having originated with native people who lived close to the land and 
were keen observers of nature and of how the laws of nature offer insight 
into our own human nature. By going on retreat in a natural setting, students 
and teachers tap into the deeper roots of council, of nature, and of 
themselves. Rite-of-passage experiences are essential for young people to 
pass successfully from childhood through adolescence into adulthood. The 
Ojai Foundation has long provided right-of-passage experiences for youth and 
adults. This year, CIS strengthened our connection with the School of Lost 
Borders, which is developing youth rite-of-passage experiences, and we 
connected CIS high school teachers and counselors with opportunities for 
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teens to participate in right-of-passage experiences. CIS also became a 
partner in Youth Passageways – a national network of organizations 
“supporting the healthy passage of today’s young people through childhood 
and adolescence into mature adulthood.” 

§ 250 educators participated in eight two-day open council trainings – six level-
one trainings and two level-two practicums offered by CIS at the Herb Alpert 
Educational Village. Participants in the open trainings included teachers and 
administrators from all levels of education, mostly from schools in the Los 
Angeles area, with some from out of state and outside the U.S.   

§ We provided monthly council “Collaboratives” to the greater Los Angeles 
council community free of charge. These gatherings provided council 
practitioners a regular opportunity to sit in council with one another and to 
share ideas and activities on topics including: council with special needs 
students, council and youth rites-of-passage, and council openings and 
closings.  

§ We launched our new website, making our program and materials more 
accessible and user-friendly. 

§ We archived, revised, and restructured council lesson plans and created new 
council “curriculum” to make it easier for already overburdened teachers to 
integrate council into their classes and better understand how to create their 
own council plans.  

§ We received a generous grant from the Herb Alpert Foundation and reached 
out to old and new funders to help us match the Alpert grant. 

§ We implemented a new program funding model, requiring all schools to pay 
at least part of the cost of our services and eliminating fully grant-funded 
programs.1 This new model increases CIS’s sustainability by making us less 
dependent on fundraising. It appears to also have the added benefit of 
increasing buy-in from school administrators who need to be willing to invest 
the time, money, and effort necessary to create and sustain a thriving council 
program at their schools.  

§ We created a CIS brochure. 
§ We revised and standardized CIS contracts, pricing, invoicing, and other 

policies and procedures.  
§ We created an intern path for high school students from New Roads High School.  
§ We converted to a fiscally-sponsored program of TOF. 

                                                
1 This was the third and final year of a three-year 100% grant-funded council 
implementation program at Camino Nuevo Charter Academy. All of our other 
programs this year were at least partially funded by schools themselves and next 
year all of our schools will be included in this shared funding model to ensure 
program sustainability. 
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SCHOOLS AND PROJECTS 
Camino Nuevo Charter Academy 

“Council is a place where we are human beings together.”  

Susana Interiano, CNCA Student and Family Services Coordinator 
 
2014-15 marked the completion of a three-year council implementation project at 
Camino Nuevo Charter Academy (CNCA) – seven schools located in the MacArthur 
Park region of Los Angeles, the city’s most densely populated area and highest crime 
precinct.  
 
Council has become a key component of CNCA’s “trauma sensitive” and 
“restorative” approach to school climate, discipline, and teaching. This year, CIS 
provided services to three of the seven CNCA campuses, including training, ongoing 
professional development, group and individual teacher mentoring, parent and family 
council facilitation, and restorative conference facilitation. 
  

After two years working with council, this year council became our go-to 
strategy whenever something arose. I can’t tell you how many times we 
circled up this year. One I remember in particular involved a group of 6th 
grade girls who had been friends since kindergarten, but this year they 
began having issues and fights and the situation was disrupting their ability 
to learn in the classroom. Two of them came to my office and requested a 
council with their friends so we could get to the bottom of it. We ended up 
having a series of four over the next several days. In the third council they all 
spoke out against one girl. They told her they didn’t like the things she was 
doing. She was hitting them in the head, pestering them. She thought it was 
funny and they were bothered. Until that council they hadn’t said anything to 
her. When they told her, she was dead silent. She wouldn’t say a thing. She 
actually hadn’t said anything in any of the first three councils. She left crying. 
I tried to talk with her but she refused and they all went home for the 
weekend. 
 
The fourth council is the one I remember most. That following Monday we 
circled up again. This time the girl who hadn’t spoken before finally spoke. 
She said, “We’ve met three times and nobody is saying anything real about 
what is happening and no one is getting down to be honest about how 
they’re feeling. So why don’t we let go of our fears about what is going to 
happen next and speak the truth?” After that, one by one the girls started 
opening up. They went back to conflicts they were carrying from second 
grade. One girl turned to another and started crying and apologized. She 
wanted to apologize for holding a grudge. “I thought you were prettier than 
me and smarter than me. All these years I’ve been holding that and creating 
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a horrible image of you in my head. I see that you aren’t that. I see that I 
was creating that.” As a facilitator, listening to the girls, I was so impressed 
with the way they shared. They knew exactly what was going on.  
 
We think the kids don’t know, but they do. Council created the space for 
them and for me to get out of their way. At the end of the council they 
hugged each other and made promises to try to be more honest with each 
other and themselves so they could have a relationship that was based on 
truth. That’s how they explained it:  “Based on truth…” 

Juliana Santos, Assistant Principal of Culture, CNCA Burlington 
 
As CNCA’s Burlington campus entered its third year of school-wide council practice, 
this was also a big transition year for the school, with a new principal and many new 
teachers. CIS initiated the year in council with the entire staff and provided 
professional development throughout the year as new staff integrated into the 
Burlington team. Throughout the year we facilitated monthly parent councils 
(“Círculo de Familia”) and provided group mentoring sessions for the entire staff and 
individual mentoring sessions for new staff. 
 
A new addition to the program at CNCA this year was our facilitation of a bilingual 
restorative conference. With the community-building foundation of council 
established on campus over the two previous years, we helped Burlington expand 
restorative practices as an alternative to traditional disciplinary measures, such as 
suspension and expulsion. Using the circle for discipline not only resolved a difficult 
issue, it also provided a powerful learning experience for both the students and 
adults involved.  
 

The restorative conference gave our students different perspectives and enabled 
them to see how their actions affect others. It astounded me, but they weren’t 
aware of the effects of their actions until they sat down in the circle with 
everyone. At the end of the restorative conference there was an experience of 
empathy that hadn’t existed before.  

Susana Interiano, Student and Family Services Coordinator, 
CNCA Burlington 

 
CIS also helped the combined staffs of CNCA’s Temple and Miramar High Schools 
launch the 2014-15 school year with our Introduction to Council for Educators 
training. Throughout the year we provided ongoing professional development and 
group and individual mentoring for teachers and administrators at Temple High, as 
well as facilitating parent, staff, and student councils. Council became a core 
component of Temple’s “Iconnect” (advisory) classes and was used to build trust, 
relationship, and community throughout the year. 
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Closing an appreciation council  
 

 
I had a memorable council this year around the topic “What does it take to 
build a healthy relationship?” We did a “trust chain” in my Iconnect class. The 
students wanted to talk about times of feeling trust with another person and 
times when trust had been broken. The first round was a negative round – 
talking about times that trust was broken. Most of the stories were about how 
family members broke their trust in several ways. The next round was uplifting. 
They spoke about times they themselves built trust with each other or about 
times a friend did something to build trust. They also spoke of times they 
regained someone’s trust. That day in council the students were willing to be 
vulnerable and put themselves out there. I think that it was because we had 
been building trust in our classroom that they felt empowered to then begin 
building trust amongst themselves with very difficult material. Although some of 
the stories they shared were difficult to listen to as a teacher, this council was 
one of the most impactful moments I’ve had in my teaching career.  

Maria Vargas, Teacher, CNCA Temple  
 

Council has been a powerful tool for students and staff members to open up 
and share. Whenever I participated in a council this year it allowed me to learn 
more about others in the circle in a safe and open environment. Council allowed 
us to address conflicts and issues that arose throughout the year in a way that 
respects all voices involved. 

Julie Juhn, Principal, CNCA Temple  
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Bright Star Charter Academy 
 

If everyone in education was able to get trained in and genuinely practice council, schools 
would be better places for all stakeholders.” 

Monique Bonilla, Principal, Bright Star Secondary Charter 
Academy  

 
2014-15 was CIS’s first year bringing council and restorative practices to the Bright 
Star Charter Academy – five schools located in the north San Fernando Valley, 
Koreatown, and south central Los Angeles. The approximately 2,000 students spread 
across the five schools all qualify for free or reduced-price lunches. The 
organization’s mission is to create schools in which students from the underserved 
communities they serve can “embrace school as family” so that they can “thrive 
academically and socially.”  
This year, council was woven into the fabric of all five Bright Star schools.  

Through council this year, we built and sustained relationships based on communication 
and respect…. Council provided a structure for students and teachers to express their 
feelings and listen to others. We used council in so many different ways – to heal 
damage done in the community, to rally support for the community, and to welcome 
new students into our community. In Link Crew [high school transition program] the 
student leaders ran councils with incoming freshman to welcome them to our school 
community. 

Michael Hoover, Assistant Principal, Valor High School 
 
Because of the powerful impact of council and restorative practices this year, Bright 
Star’s central leadership and the principals at all five Bright Star schools have 
requested that CIS expand our work with them in the 2015-16 school year.  

To give you an example of how meaningful council has been to students at Valor 
Middle, I had the opportunity to participate in one council with 5th graders in which a 
student completely broke down talking about how at their previous school they never felt 
heard and that council at Valor truly allows them to feel heard and understood and gives 
them a safer space. 

Kimberly Vawter, Assistant Principal, Valor Middle School 
 

CIS provided an organization-wide training for all (approximately 200) BSCA teachers 
and administrators at the beginning of the 2014-15 school year. We then provided 
ongoing professional development and group and individual mentoring for teachers 
and  administrators throughout the year; as well as council facilitation and restorative 
conference facilitation. We also developed a new offering this year at Bright Star, 
facilitating a series of councils to resolve conflict between a teacher and students.  
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Council provided a new approach to addressing conflict and also helped us in 
relationship-building with our colleagues, parents and students…. I just recently had a 
group of 12th grade girls who were having a falling-out. Their friendship was on the line 
and I used council with them and they were able to work out their conflict within that 
session, as well as praise the process and even ask to participate in more councils in the 
future…. With staff, too, councils have been used to help solve problems and also to 
add a level of joy to meetings. 

Monique Bonilla, Principal, Bright Star Secondary Charter 
Academy  
 

Council provided an opportunity for students to build meaningful relationships with their 
peers and teachers…. As a principal, using council in staff meetings has been a great 
way to hear colleagues’ stories and learn more about their areas of experience, interest, 
and expertise. It’s also helped establish a foundation of respect across staff, students, 
and families….While funding for curriculum and technology is important, CIS helps equip 
schools with the capacity to build community connections – a critical skill that’s often 
overlooked in the digital age.  

Olivia Eagleson, Principal, Stella Middle Chart Academy 
 

International Studies Learning Center student leaders on retreat at The Ojai Foundation  
 

International Studies Learning Center 
 
International Studies Learning Center (ISLC) is a middle school and a high school 
located in South Gate. ISLC has had a council program for several years. After having 
the program funded by TOF and LAUSD for several years, this year ISLC’s principal 
secured a grant to fund ongoing CIS’s services for three years.  
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Council is a core component of the program at ISLC – from building community in 
advisory classes, to explorating themes and topics in content area courses, to 
“checking in” at staff meetings, to developing youth leaders, to a restorative 
approach to school discipline.  
 

Council enables us to enhance communication and build community through sharing our 
stories. We have Youth Council Leaders and conduct council in all advisory classes as 
well as in content courses. We pride ourselves on creating a familial, respectful, caring 
and safe learning environment and council is a key part of that.  

Dr. Guillermina Juaregui, Principal, International Studies 
Learning Center  

 
CIS provided group and individual mentoring for ISLC staff this year, ongoing 
professional development, and rite-of-passage retreats for both staff and students. 
CIS also introduced PeaceTalks this year at ISLC – a school-wide positive behavior 
intervention and support. In 2015-16 and 2016-17, CIS will continue expanding this 
work with ISLC. 
 
ArTES (Art Theater Entertainment School) High School – San Fernando 
ArTES launched a council program in the second semester this year with a 
two-day council training for its entire staff followed by staff councils and 
group mentoring. ArTES will expand its program in the coming year. 

 
Gardner Street Elementary School – Hollywood 
Gardner launched a council program this year by sending teachers to CIS 
open trainings and then having CIS facilitate staff councils and provide 
professional development and individual mentoring to teachers implementing 
classroom councils. Gardner will expand it program in the coming year. 

 
Grand View Boulevard Elementary School – Mar Vista  
Grand View launched a council program this year by having CIS facilitate an 
introduction to council for staff and parents and then having us provide day 
one of our two-day training. Grand View will have us back for day two of the 
training and expand its program in the coming year. 
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Campbell Hall High School – Sherman Oaks 
CIS facilitated a four-day rite-of-passage experience for high school juniors 
from Campbell Hall. This was our second year facilitating this retreat, which 
has become a major part of the schools leadership program, and we will do it 
again in 2015-16.  

Campbell Hall students collaborate in the “Jewel Retrieval” activity during rite-of-passage retreat in Joshua Tree  
 

Blanche Reynolds, Open Classroom and Homestead Schools (K-8) – 
Ventura Unified School District 
Blanche Reynolds launched a council program this year by having CIS provide 
professional development for the entire staff. 
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Council training on the Blanche Reynolds campus has created opportunities for teachers 
and parents to build more loving relationships on our campus. We have been able to 
begin the hard work of bridging our programs on our campus and bringing together 
people who would not necessarily come together otherwise. As a campus that has many 
diverse programs, which tends to create misunderstandings, we are beginning to use 
council to create empathy, understanding, and friendship across campus.  

Kelly Hatton, Principal, Blanche Reynolds School 
 
Besant Hill School of Happy Valley – Ojai  
CIS participated in a year-long human development workshop for high school 
students at Besant Hill School and facilitated councils for 98 of 100 students 
and all 20 teachers at the school.  
 

Today’s council was so deep I thought I was going to have to roll up the cuffs of my 
pants!  

12th grade student, Besant Hill School of Happy Valley 
 
Montessori Elementary School (K-8) of Ojai – Ojai 
We provided training and group and individual mentoring to help Montessori 
implement council practice. Based on the success of this year’s program, Montessori 
will expand the program in 2015-16 and make council a permanent part of their 
school culture. 

Second-graders use a talking piece and practice the intentions of listening and speaking from the heart 
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Open Trainings 
 
CIS provided two-day “open trainings” several times throughout the year at the Herb 
Alpert Educational Village. Our trainings are unique in the world of professional 
development. They are fun and they create openings where people connect with one 
another and themselves and gain new insights into teaching and learning and 
relationship. Participants in the trainings are moved by the experience and eager to 
put council onto practice in their classes and schools…and, frequently, in their 
personal lives too. 
 

I’ve never been to a teacher training like this before, where everyone was totally engaged 
throughout the entire two days, and it’s because council is something we can take back 
to our schools to truly serve our students and ourselves…  
I just wanted to give you an update on council implementation in my classes. Today I 
tried a council with that class that most needs it – and with whom it could have blown it 
up in my face. It was a success! Multiple students – and not just the ones who like to 
talk – asked to do it every week.  

Jeff Mattison, Teacher, Cerritos High School 
 
 

 
CIS consultant/council trainer Camille Ameen presents on council with special needs students at CIS Collaborative  
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY 
 
Expenses 

School-based program services $107,714.00 
Supplies/Training $3,585.000 
CIS Administration $87,895.00 
Website Design $7,712.00 
Fiscal Sponsorship Fees $19,461.50 

 
Expenitures by Grant/Other Revenue 
 6/30/14 Contributions Disbursements 6/30/15 

Alpert 0 $75,000 ($75,000) 0 
Windsong $45,345 0 ($39,724) $5,621 
Malibu 0 $13,920 ($13,920) 0 
ISLC 0 $43,775 ($25,065) $18,710 
Other Programs            0   $72,659   ($72,659)            0 

 $45,435 $205,354 ($226,368) $24,331 
 
Expenditures by Type 

Fiscal Sponsorship Fees ($19,462.00) 
School-based Program Services ($107,714.00) 
CIS Administration ($87,895.00) 
Supplies/Training ($3,585.00) 
Website Design/Internet     ($7,712.00) 
Total ($226,368.00) 

 
Contributions by Type 

Grants $75,000.00 
CIS Open Trainings $27,650.000 
School-Funded Trainings and Services $94,516.00 
Windsong Matching     $8,188.00 
Total $19,461.50 

 

School-‐based	  program	  
services	  

Supplies/Training	  

CIS	  Administration	  

Website	  Design	  Work	  

Fiscal	  Sponsorship	  Fees	  
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LOOKING AHEAD TO 2015-16 
In the coming year, CIS will provide training, mentoring, facilitation, and other 
services to most of the schools we served this year to help them sustain and expand 
their use of council and restorative practices. We will also have several new schools 
for whom we will start programs in 2015-16, including: Ivanhoe Elementary School, 
Eagle Rock Elementary School, Larchmont Charter Schools, Brawerman East 
Elementary School, Milken Community Schools, The Studio School, CALSTEAM 
Charter School, Millikan Middle School, and Manzanita School and Institute. With all of 
these schools, we will offer an integrated approach to building and restoring 
community by using council along with PeaceTalks and Restorative Conferences. 
 
All the schools we serve in the coming year will pay at least a portion of the cost of 
our services as we fully implement our shared funding model and reduce our 
reliance on charitable gifts. Nevertheless, to ensure CIS’s sustainability and fiscal 
health we will also need to retain existing funding and gain additional new sources of 
funding.  
 
 
 

 
Closing council by “passing the Namaste”  


